GRACE
KELLY

Formative Years
Grace Patricia Kelly was born on November
12, 1929, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Named for her aunt who passed away at a
young age, Grace grew up in a wealthy Irish
Catholic family led by two accomplished
athletes. Jack Kelly was an Olympic gold
medalist in rowing, while Margaret Majer Kelly served as
the University of Pennsylvania’s first women’s athletic coach.
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Grace attended private schools in her
youth, where she developed a love of the
performing arts. She participated in school
and community theater productions and
modeled part-time, appearing in product
ads and on magazine covers.
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Despite her parents’ disapproval, Grace
pursued her dream of becoming an
actress in New York City after graduating
high school. In 1947, she enrolled in the
American Academy of Dramatic Arts to
hone her craft. This training led to her
Broadway debut in November 1949 in
August Strindberg’s tragedy The Father.
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After a few false starts as a stage actress,
Grace landed parts in several television
dramas and series in the early 1950s
before her film career took off. Given
the renewed demand for entertainment
during the postwar years, there were
ample opportunities for an actress as talented and
beautiful as Grace Kelly. Before too long, she was on
her way to Hollywood to consider her options.
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Movie Star
At the age of 22 years, Grace Kelly
landed her first film role in Fourteen
Hours (1951). Next, she was cast
in a pivotal role in the critically
acclaimed western High Noon
(1952-pictured). Kelly then costarred with Clark Gable and Ava Gardner in Mogambo
(1953), a romantic drama set on an African safari.
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She earned an Academy Award
nomination and won a Golden Globe
for her performance in a supporting
role. With three successful films under
her belt, Grace negotiated a seven-year
contract with MGM that stipulated that
she could live in New York City every
other year to pursue stage roles.
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In 1954, Grace Kelly began
a fruitful collaboration with
legendary director Alfred
Hitchcock to make three
mystery thrillers: Rear Window
(1954) with Jimmy Stewart, Dial
M for Murder (1954-pictured) with Ray Milland, and To
Catch a Thief (1955) with Cary Grant. The films not only
brought her fame but their critical and box office success
made her one of Hitchcock’s favorite leading ladies.
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In her next project, The Country Girl (1954), Grace
departed from her usual glamorous role to play a
suffering housewife married to an
alcoholic, out-of-work actor played
by Bing Crosby (pictured). Kelly’s
raw and understated performance
earned her a Best Actress Academy
Award, besting Judy Garland, who was
nominated for A Star Is Born.
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By 1955, Grace Kelly had reached the peak of her career
with an Oscar to her name, four hit films in theaters, and
the top spot on the list of highest-earning female stars.
That same year, about the time
that she began filming The Swan
(1956), a romantic film about a
young princess caught in a love
triangle, Kelly was introduced to
Prince Rainier III of Monaco, one
of Europe’s most eligible bachelors.
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After exchanging secret correspondence, the couple became
engaged in January 1956 just before Grace filmed her final
motion picture, the musical comedy High
Society (1956), based on the stage play
The Philadelphia Story. Another box office
hit, the popular film co-starred Frank
Sinatra and Bing Crosby (pictured).
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Intermission
• Grace Kelly’s life seems to have followed a straight line with

one opportunity leading to the next. In what way has your
life followed a similar path? At what point, if any, did your
life take a detour?

• In Hollywood, which do you think is more valuable: beauty

or talent? Why? How is it different for those living in the
real world?

• What do you think contributed to Grace’s early success?
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Real-Life Princess
From the moment Grace Kelly accepted Prince Rainier’s
marriage proposal, the entire world followed their
engagement and wedding preparations with great enthusiasm.
Their fairy-tale romance, reminiscent of her recent film The
Swan, was covered everywhere in the media. In fact, “The
Wedding of the Century,” as it was called, became the first
multi-media event covered by the world’s press in real-time.
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By some accounts, there were more
reporters than guests at the Monaco
cathedral (pictured) where the
nuptials were held on April 19, 1956.
In true Hollywood fashion, MGM
filmed the elaborate ceremony and
broadcast it live to more than 30
million viewers across Europe. It was considered one of
the most lavish and expensive royal weddings in history.
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The decision to marry a royal did not come without
some sacrifice. At 26 years, Grace not only surrendered
her American citizenship to become the princess of
Monaco but she also gave up her acting career. Ever the
traditionalist, Prince Rainier did not want his wife to
work during their marriage, and he even banned her
films in Monaco because he did not view it as dignified
for the princess to appear on the big screen.
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Grace turned down every offer to return
to Hollywood and instead focused
on her official duties and growing
family. The couple’s first child, Princess
Caroline, was born in 1957, followed by
Prince Albert in 1958. Their youngest,
Princess Stéphanie, arrived in 1965.
Princess Grace’s cultural and charitable causes promoted
the arts, healthy living, and children’s rights.
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Kelly’s life came to a tragic end on September 14, 1982,
when she and daughter Stéphanie were involved in
a car accident in southern France. Having suffered a
stroke while driving, she lost control of the vehicle,
veering over the steep cliffs of the Côte d’Azur road and
plunging down a 45-foot embankment. The pair were
rescued and rushed to a Monaco hospital.
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Despite suffering an injury to her neck, Princess Stéphanie
survived the crash and ultimately recovered. Sadly, Grace
never awoke from a coma, was taken off life support, and
died peacefully the following
day. She was 52 years old. Her
funeral was attended by more
than 400 people, including her
co-star Cary Grant, U.S. First
Lady Nancy Reagan, and Diana,
Princess of Wales.
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Style Icon
One of Grace Kelly’s enduring
legacies is as a fashion icon. From an
early age, she radiated beauty, style,
and class in the way that she looked
and behaved. Known for wearing
white gloves and simple yet elegant
ensembles, she repeatedly topped
Hollywood’s Best-Dressed list.
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Having studied ballet in her youth, Kelly
carried herself with a graceful poise that
served her well as a commercial model,
promoting products from soap and
lipstick to cigarettes and bug spray. She
leveraged her good looks, impeccable
posture, and floating gait to earn roles
that dazzled audiences. The camera
loved her, and the stylish clothing created by the MGM
costume designers accentuated her best features.
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Captivated by Grace’s performance in Mogambo (1953),
fashion designer Oleg Cassini (pictured) reportedly
showered her with a daily rose
bouquet until she agreed to
go out to lunch with him. The
couple dated for more than a
year, during which time Cassini
designed elegant dresses for the movie star that further
cemented her signature style.
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The couple’s brief engagement was called off in 1955
when Kelly decided to marry Prince Rainier. About the
same time, mannequins in her likeness began to appear
in department store windows across the United States, a
testament to her classic beauty.
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Intermission
• Do you believe in fairy-tale romance? Why or why not?
• Describe a time when you sacrificed something for someone
you loved. What was that experience like?
• Considering Grace Kelly earned an Oscar early in her career, do
you she would have continued to be successful and win awards
like Katharine Hepburn if she had not married Prince Rainer?
• How would you describe your signature style?
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Grace Kelly Trivia
• Grace was not the only member of the Kelly family

to have a successful career in the entertainment
industry. Her uncles Walter, a successful vaudeville
performer, and George, a Pulitzer Prize–winning
playwright, encouraged and supported her as she
pursued her dream of becoming an actress.
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• The role of Tracy Lord served as bookends to Grace

Kelly’s incredible acting career. Prior to becoming a
professional actress in 1947, she played the role in
The Philadelphia Story at the American Academy
of Dramatic Arts. She reprised the role in the 1956
film adaptation High Society, which was her final
Hollywood production.
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• After discovering Kelly on the set of her first film,
Fourteen Hours (1951), Gary Cooper lobbied for her
to play his young wife in High Noon (1952). The film’s
success opened the doors to additional roles in the
years that followed.
• Grace Kelly earned a reputation for playing the love
interest of men who were significantly older than she
was, including Clark Gable (28 years), Bing Crosby (26
years), Cary Grant (25 years), and James Stewart (21 years).
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• She was the first actress to appear on a U.S. postage stamp.
The Grace Kelly stamp was issued on March 24, 1993.
• A floral enthusiast, Grace was touched by the naming of
two flowers in her honor—a bright pink rose called “Grace
de Monaco” and a lily called “Lys Princess Grace.”
• In 1955, Grace Kelly accepted her Oscar trophy dressed
in a stunning silk gown, created by celebrated costume
designer Edith Head. With a $4,000 price tag, it was
considered the most expensive awards dress to date.
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• All 3,000 adult residents of Monaco were invited to

attend the celebration following the royal couple’s
church wedding on April 19, 1956. Their civil ceremony,
held the previous day, was a much smaller, legal affair
attended by public officials from 24 world nations.
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Can You Guess?
1. Grace Kelly was eager to return to acting and
agreed to star in Alfred Hitchcock’s 1964 film
Marnie. Deemed as ill-advised for the princess of
Monaco to play a thief, the plan was scrapped, and
the role went to actress Tippi Hedren instead. Can
you guess the name of the other classic Hitchcock
film that featured Hedren in the lead role?
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Answer:
The Birds (1963)
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Can You Guess?
2. MGM costume designer Helen Rose created
Grace Kelly’s 1956 wedding gown using silk
taffeta, silk net, and 125-year-old rose point lace.
Thousands of miniature pearls were handsewn
onto the specially made veil to ensure that the
princess’ beautiful face was visible on camera.
(continued...)
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Valued at more than $65,000, it was the
most expensive dress Rose had ever made.
Can you guess how much it would cost to
make the same dress today?
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Answer:
$623,000
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Can You Guess?
3. Princess Grace created a buzz in 1956
when she used a square leather handbag
to hide her pregnant belly from the press.
Headlines shifted from speculation about
a royal baby to fascination with this
stylish accessory. (continued...)
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The bag soon became known as “The
Kelly,” and it has remained wildly popular
ever since. Can you guess the name of the
luxury brand whose design will forever
be tied to the princess?
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Answer:
Hermès, the French design house
specializing in leather goods like
handbags, belts, and wallets
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Can You Guess?
4. An avid swimmer, Grace took lessons
as a child and arranged for a swimming
pool to be installed at the royal palace
in Monaco. Can you guess who inspired
Grace’s love of swimming?
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Answer:
Her mother, Margaret Majer, was a
competitive swimmer at Temple University
and a women’s coach at the University
of Pennsylvania. In fact, she met Grace’s
father at a community swimming pool.
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Epilogue
• Name someone in your past who encouraged you to

reach your dreams and how it made you feel.

• If your name or likeness were to be associated with

a specific object (like Grace Kelly’s flower or postage
stamp) what would you most like it to be? Why?

• What is the most expensive item you have ever

owned? How did you feel about it?
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• Since Kelly often played opposite leading men much

older than she, is one’s age a limiting factor in their
ability to live? In relationships, do age differences
matter? Explain.

• Grace Kelly felt strongly about earning one’s

achievements. Do you agree that everything in life has
to be earned? Why or why not?

• What would you like your legacy to be? How would

you like to be remembered?
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